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warrants.12  Similar proposals have been introduced in other municipalities, 
state legislatures, and Congress.13 

While banning no-knock warrants may seem like a logical response, I 
contend the tragedy of Breonna Taylor’s story would not have been avoided 
by the judge’s signing a traditional search warrant that required knocking and 
announcing.  In fact, the officers involved claim they did not execute the 
warrant as a no-knock.14  Ultimately, the distinction between a no-knock 
warrant and a traditional knock-and-announce warrant is becoming more 
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II. SEARCH WARRANTS 

!"# $%&#'()*+,-(.,!(()/(*&#0/1&#

Typically, police must obtain a search warrant to search one’s home.16  
Most search warrants are based on the concept of knock-and-announce or the 
announcement rule.17  The knock-and-announce rule actually predates the 
Constitution, and some states adopted it before the United States adopted the 
Constitution.18  Knock-and-announce refers to the requirement that police 
must knock-and-announce their presence and wait a reasonable time before 
entering.19  While most individuals and officers understand the knocking and 
announcing aspect, it is the waiting aspect that police officials frequently 
ignore. 

In 2314)(# 5"# !6+-(4-4, the Supreme Court held that the knock-and-
announce rule was embedded in the Fourth Amendment.20  The Court 
decided the reasonableness of a search depended on the manner of entry; 
consequently, knocking and announcing was considered part of the 
Reasonableness Clause of the Amendment.21  There are several policy 
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warrant execution is problematic under the knock-and-announce rule because 
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open the door and instead focused on the potential for exigency when drugs 
are involved.41  Arguably, the potential that evidence may be destroyed is 
always possible in drug cases.42  In practice, it is far too simple to equate 
drugs with danger and evidence destruction, making exigency presumed.  As 
a policy matter, courts, legislatures, and police departments must decide if 
the amount of drugs that can be destroyed in fifteen to twenty seconds really 
justifies the risk to human life.43 

=-(+4#embraced the concept of the quick-knock warrant, which is when 
the police, under a traditional search warrant, knock on a door, announce 
themselves, and forcefully enter into a suspect’s home—in rapid 
succession.44  The Court recognized a reasonable suspicion of exigency can 
occur immediately after knocking because of the chance of evidence 
destruction, so exigency can be created by knocking.45  As the Council on 
Criminal Justice noted, allowing “quick-knock warrants[] blurs the legal line 
between no-knock warrants and standard knock warrants and suffers from 
serious enforceability problems.”46  Not only is fifteen seconds unreasonable, 
officers have testified to not bothering to wait the fifteen seconds.47  Since 
the Court also decided that the exclusionary rule does not apply to 
announcement rule violations, there is very little to encourage compliance. 

2. The Exclusionary Rule 

Repercussions for violating a traditional knock-and-announce warrant 
are virtually nonexistent.  In 7/.4)(#5"#83*%39-(,#the Supreme Court decided 
the exclusionary rule does not apply to knock-and-announce violations.48  
Under the exclusionary rule, the police may not use evidence they obtain 
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The Court’s shift away from direct and indirect concerns about minority 
rights impacted how it dealt with police intrusions.  The results of such 
intrusions, one of which was the exclusionary rule, have been historically a 
part of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence.57  Professor Thomas Davies argues 
that “the majority [of] justices have pursued a multi-prong campaign to free 
police of constitutional con
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warrant for Breonna Taylor, a young EMT worker with no criminal record, 
makes sense. 

In Breonna Taylor’s search warrant affidavit, the officer based his 
request for a no-knock entry “due to the nature of how ;%&4&#.6/9#;6-BB3*+&64 
operate.  $%&4&# .6/9
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when occupants have seconds to respond or if exigency is raised by the 
police. 

2.  Exigency  

Ultimately, a no-knock warrant is just )(& 
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on Drugs has resulted in “a major assault on Fourth Amendment 
protections.”91 

A full criticism of the ongoing failed War on Drugs is beyond the scope 
of this article.  Many have described it as a racist attempt to over-criminalize 
minorities suffering from addiction.92  It has resulted in devastating 
incarceration rates within the minority community and disparate treatment in 
the punishment rates for defendants convicted of offenses related to crack 
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announce rule as articulated by the Court in 7/.4)(.117  In the event of 
exigency, the police would still be allowed to use their judgment to dispense 
with knocking and announcing.118  Although claiming exigency still threatens 
for the exception to nullify the rule, officers must have some discretion in 
order to perform their duties effectively.  That discretion should not be 
unchecked, however.  The exclusionary rule should be extended to knock-
and-announce violations for this very reason. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The killing of Breonna Taylor remains a tragedy, and the search for 
justice for her memory has been elusive119 because the decision to storm into 
her home and return fire was lawful—if we focus on the letter of the law.  
Preventing another tragedy of a botched search warrant will entail a number 
of things.  Positive changes would include collecting nationwide 
comprehensive data on search warrant executions, extending the waiting 
period to allow occupants to respond when the police knock, extending the 
exclusionary rule to knock-and-announce violations, and limiting the use of 
SWAT teams and flashbang grenades to extraordinary circumstances, such 
as hostage or terrorism situations. 

Both no-knock and knock-and-announce warrants have the potential to 
be dangerous and violent in light of the militarization of the police.  It is 
important for the Court to reexamine its balancing of interests in light of 
today’s law enforcement practices.  The police are not merely kicking in 
doors to gain entry.  They are coming with SWAT teams, flashbang grenades, 
and other military equipment to combat low-level drug offenses. 

The results of having a knock-and-announce rule that is 
indistinguishable from a no-knock have been deadly.  Reform is needed to 
satisfy the policy objectives behind the knock-and-announce rule and to 
return it to its intended purpose. 
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